OUR APPROACH
expertise + experience

We’ve been serving the twin cities for over 40 years, supporting homeowners as they've
transformed their lives through remodeling. Our leadership team—comprised of John Sylvestre (1972),
Les Anderson (1983) and Kate Post (1993)—has been in place for more than 20 years. All of these big numbers add up
to an incredibly stable and reliable company, confidently riding out the typical ups and downs of this market and industry.

client-focused, EFfICIENT PROCESs

Just ask the many satisfied clients who have experienced our informative and streamlined process:
We demonstrate an unwavering commitment to delivering on time and on budget. We’re also known for the authentic
concern we exhibit toward our clients’ day-to-day convenience, pre-planning as much as possible for the inevitable
disruption caused by a remodeling project.
design + build apProach

We’re uniquely equipped to handle the entire
remodeling process, from design through completed construction. The combination of a thorough education at
Architecture School paired with on-site experience as Construction Field Manager, our team captain John is a highlystrategic and creative designer of space solutions. This means that most of our clients will need just our firm for their
entire project, from the first cup of coffee at an initial meeting, to signing off on the last punch list.

colLaborative teamwork

Our creative solutions for remodeling and renovation projects of all kinds—
kitchens, baths, additions, expansions, basements and whole house remodeling—are brought to life through a process of
genuine collaboration and powerful teamwork. We enjoy what we do and we enjoy doing it together. This spirit of
cooperation is evident to our clients at every stage of the project. The Sylvestre team also works seamlessly with outside
architects, interior designers, landscape artists and other professionals. We’ll extend our can-do attitude to any role in
the project, big or small, and participate as an integrated team with everyone involved in the project’s success.
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